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Everybody’s Talking!
Anonymous winner: When someone wins a lottery, it’s
common for pictures of the lucky person to be taken and pub-
licized. But a Jamaican woman decided she didn’t want to be
recognized after she won $1.4 million (USD) in a lottery.
During the presentation of her large check, the woman, known
as N. Gray, donned an enormous, round, yellow, smiling emoji
mask, complete with a winking eye. There is no way anyone
would ever recognize her! The woman, who won the money in
a Super Lotto game, told organizers that she plans to carry on
with life as usual. She won’t quit her job, but she may go on a
cruise just for fun.
Saving the child: A brave ex-soldier from Huaihua, Hunan
Province (China), completed a daring civilian rescue after he
saw a child in danger on a fifth floor window of an apartment
complex. Zhang Xin used window grill bars to climb to the
child, who was dangling precariously, while worried onlookers
watched from below. Some of the onlookers managed to get a
tarp in place beneath him in case he fell, but he didn’t! Upon
reaching the fifth floor, he managed to push the crying toddler
back into the apartment. 
Furry baby: When fully grown, a bear is unlikely to be mistaken
for a dog. But what about when they are babies? A man from
Yongsheng County, Yunnan Province (China), did just that.
When he was out looking for wild mushrooms, he came across a
little puppy, or so he thought. He took the pup home and
looked after it, but must have realized something was amiss
when the puppy grew into a very large Asian bear, which is a
protected species. The man kept the bear in a cage, but took
good care of it. Someone reported him, and authorities claimed
the bear. The man was not fined because he was cooperative
and the bear was in good health.
Escaped pigs: A security camera revealed that, in the middle of
the night, two pigs appeared at a gas station in Upper Coomera,
Queensland (Australia). When the sun came up, the porky beasts
greeted amused customers and staff, many of whom took photos.
The pigs spent several hours checking out people and cars.
They also enjoyed rutting around in a garden before taking a
nap. It turns out that the friendly, but mischievous, pair had gotten
away from their owner’s home, located not far from the gas
station. The owner soon arrived on the scene to pick up the
two curly-tailed beasts.

Quoteable Quotes
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also
dream; not only plan, but also believe.”       —Anatole France
“Inspiration never arrived when you were searching for it.”

—Lisa Alther

What’s Happening

Trivia
1. In radio, what do the initials FM stand for?
2. William Shakespeare was born in Essex or Stratford-upon-

Avon in England?
3. What is the term for a firecracker that hisses?
4. In the TV series Mayberry RFD, what was the name of

Sheriff Taylor’s boy?
5. Regarding signs of the Zodiac, which character represents Leo?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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WINNER!

$50.00

WINNER

Congratulations To: Melanie Viegas!
Picked up copy at Jersey Shore Animal Center.

Drawn by: Dave Dailey, Coffee News.
Coffee News® Guy Was Hidden in Affordable Dental ad.

Find The Hidden
Coffee News® Guy Contest!
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646 Palmer Ave., Middletown
732-787-5545

Garden State Roofing

Grow Your Business! 

10% OFF
Membership

(732) 280-8800
www.JSCCNJ.com
ExecutiveDirector@JSCCNJ.com

Jersey Shore Chamber of Commerce
“Ride Our Wave To Your Success!”“Ride Our Wave To Your Success!”

as a member of the

Drinking Problem?

Call 908-687-8566 or visit

NNJAA.ORG for help

Vintage Magazines 1930’s to 1980’s
Sports Illustrated * Sport * Sport Life 

Life Magazine * Ect...

1st issues and highly Collectable editions
25000 Baseball Cards from 1970’s

For Sale 
Collectables * Memorabilia * Magazines 

Historic Memorabilia and much much more..... 
Call: 732-551-1521

Any Size Window Any Size Window CORDLESSCORDLESS Blind       Blind      

•• 2” faux wood blinds 2” faux wood blinds
•• Measured & Installed! Measured & Installed!
•• 9 Colors 9 Colors
•• Residential Only Residential Only
•• Minimum 5 Windows Minimum 5 Windows

732-223-6662732-223-6662
anysizewindow.comanysizewindow.com

*cannot be combined with any other offers.*cannot be combined with any other offers.

Only $128!Only $128!

732-677-0071732-677-0071
www.semperfipowerwashing.comwww.semperfipowerwashing.com

20% Off20% Off
Any ServiceAny Service

FLEET TRUCK 
WASHING

OIL TANK
 REMOVAL 

Environmental Solutions Specialists, LLCEnvironmental Solutions Specialists, LLC

Home Owners / Home Buyers
You won’t buy or sell a Home with an oil tank! 

We can remove it… affordably
& Install a new above ground tank 

• Underground Oil Tank Removed
• New Aboveground Tank Installed
• Property Restored & Old Tank Disposed
• Permits & Certifications Taken Care Of

Soil Bore Testing 
 $250**

We test the soil for oil & to see 
if your tank is leaking.

**Lab testing not included.

• Underground Oil Tank Removed
• New Aboveground tank Installed

• Property Restored & Old Tank Disposed
• All Permits and Certifications Taken Care Of

732-608-9710

OIl TANk RemOvAl 

Environmental  Solutions Specialists, LLC
*Restrictions apply. Call For Details

FUNDeD BY THeSTATe OF 
NeW JeRSeY*

*Call Today 
For Details: 

732-608-9710
Lic.# NJ483353

Affordable Outdoor Power EquipmentAffordable Outdoor Power Equipment

732-256-9626732-256-9626
299 Squankum Rd. Farmingdale, NJ 07727299 Squankum Rd. Farmingdale, NJ 07727
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Ad Only.Ad Only.
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Contest Winner  - Melanie Viegas      Found Coffee News Guy In – A 
Affordable Dental Ad . Picked Up her paper at – Jersey Shore Animal 
Center .  Drawn by – Dave Dailey Coffee News
Help Our Veterans! - Thank a Veteran. Drive our vans for Veterans 
as a volunteer helping them get the care they need. Please call Cathy: 
732-900-4243
Cash for Motorcycles – Running/Non Running Harley Sportbikes 
British Vintage/Older – 732-503-5971
Texas Hold’Em Tournament - Fri. April 17, 7-11PM. Brick VFW 
Post 8867 Brick. Entry Fee $100, equals $3000 chip,$25 Gamer 
Non-Player.  Sandwiches, snack, wine, beer and soda included. TOP 
PRIZE $1500 Gift Card. Benefiting Brick Unico charities. Call 732-
534-7446 or 732-920-9222 
Car, Truck & Cycle  Show – Saturday May 2nd. 9am-3pm.  Pizza 
Hut 211 Rt 37e Toms River. Judged, Trophies, Vendors, DJ Blue Jay 
& 50/50. 
SURVIVING DIVORCE, HOPE AND HEALING FOR THE 
CATHOLIC FAMILY - St Joseph Church Parish ministry Center, 509 
Hooper Ave., Toms River. Tues, 3/24, 7 - 8:30pm and for 12 consecutive 
Tues. Christian based program for those that are separated or divorced 
interested in a healthy transition. OPEN TO ALL only if you need support 
and healing. For info -  DSOCNJ@gmail.com $25 material fee.
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Everybody’s Talking!
Fainting canine: Emma Clayton and Oliver Broomhead of
Sheffield, England, have a unique dog in their family. The
cocker spaniel named Peter has a rare condition in which his
muscles tense up, causing him to fall over. This happens when
he gets excited about something, such as chasing ducks and
squirrels. The couple has taken the dog to many veterinarians
and animal specialists, but the condition continues to be a
mystery. They assure onlookers who witness Peter’s fainting
spells that he does not appear to be in any pain, and that he
comes out of it just fine, with tail wagging.
Wacky car rentals: When people rent vehicles or use a
car-sharing service, the logical reason for doing so is to travel
from one location to another. However, car rental agencies in
Japan found that some customers were putting very little
mileage on their rented car, and they wanted to find out why.
It turns out that people have many more reasons for renting a
vehicle than simply driving somewhere. Renters were using
vehicles to take a nap, eat lunch, get work done on their laptops,
or make phone calls. They do so because car rentals are usually
affordable and provide a quiet space.
Odd name: A couple from Indonesia gave their baby boy a
unique and unusual name: Google. Parents Andi Cahya
Saputra and Ella Karina decided to give their child a technology-
related name with the idea that he would grow up helping
others. At first, their friends and relatives wondered about the
decision, some thinking that the couple’s hidden agenda was to
get compensation from the technology giant. However, that
was not the case, and the name eventually started to grow on
their friends. Baby Google does not have a middle or surname.
Good-looking goat: Who would have thought that a good-
looking goat could garner widespread attention? That’s what
happened when Ahmad M Fadzir of Perak, Malaysia, posted
photos of his newly purchased goat, Ramos, on social media.
The goat is so cute, with his goatee beard and blond bangs,
that the photos went viral. Ramos seems to love being a
celebrity and even appears to pose for the camera with a
smile on his face. A few people asked Fadzir if he would sell
Ramos, but he declined. Instead, he offered them another
goat from his herd.

Quoteable Quotes
“The optimist proclaims that we live in the best of all 
possible worlds; and the pessimist fears this is true.”

—James Branch Cabell
“Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better, whereas
enslavement is a certainty of the worse.”          —Albert Camus

What’s Happening

Trivia
1. The drone bee is male or female?
2. What is the world’s largest volcano?
3. What are anchovies?
4. In what month is St. Patrick’s Day celebrated?
5. Which legendary jazz musician had the nickname “Bird”?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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that the photos went viral. Ramos seems to love being a
celebrity and even appears to pose for the camera with a
smile on his face. A few people asked Fadzir if he would sell
Ramos, but he declined. Instead, he offered them another
goat from his herd.

Quoteable Quotes
“The optimist proclaims that we live in the best of all 
possible worlds; and the pessimist fears this is true.”

—James Branch Cabell
“Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better, whereas
enslavement is a certainty of the worse.”          —Albert Camus

What’s Happening

Trivia
1. The drone bee is male or female?
2. What is the world’s largest volcano?
3. What are anchovies?
4. In what month is St. Patrick’s Day celebrated?
5. Which legendary jazz musician had the nickname “Bird”?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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Your Weekly Horoscope

Lucky numbers this week: This week’s odds favor Sagittarius
winners with the luckiest number being 10.

Did You Know...
Building designer: Moshe Safdie is an Israeli-Canadian-
American architect who has designed many famous
buildings around the world, including Marina Bay Sands, a
hotel in Singapore, and Habitat 67, a housing complex in
Montreal (Canada).
Falling water: Niagara Falls, which is on the border
between the province of Ontario (Canada) and the state of
New York (U.S.), is made up of three cascades. The largest of
these is called Horseshoe Falls, named for its shape.
Main stage: The Nippon Budokan arena in Tokyo was built
in 1964 as a site for judo in the Olympic Games. Since then,
it has become a venue for musicians, such as Cheap Trick,
Bob Dylan, and Eric Clapton.
Small desert: Measuring only 2.59 square kilometers (1 sq.
mi.), the Carcross Desert in the Yukon, in northern Canada, is
thought to be the world’s smallest desert. In winter, its sand
dunes are covered with snow.
Flavorful pepper: The Aleppo pepper, named after the
Syrian city of Aleppo, is a mild but flavorful, burgundy-
colored pepper with a heat that slowly builds. It has a slight
cumin-like taste.

On the Lighter Side
What’s the difference between ignorance and apathy? I don’t
know and I don’t care.

I tried to say, “I’m a functional adult,” but my phone changed it
to “fictional adult,” and I feel like that’s more accurate.

Recording on a tax help line: If you understand English, press
1. If you do not understand English, press 2.

I have cities, but no houses. I have mountains, but no trees. I have
water, but no fish. What am I? A map. 

Nothing ruins a Friday more than an understanding that today
is Tuesday.

Answers

Trivia answers: 1. Male  2.  Mauna Loa, Hawaii (U.S.)  
3. Small fish  4. March  5. Charlie Parker
ARIES
(March 21 - April 20)

This may be a no-non-
sense time when you
might need to begin meet-
ing your commitments.
You might need to take
care of business and deal

with responsibilities without regret.
Lucky Numbers: 18, 19, 24, 31, 37, 49.
TAURUS
(April 21 - May 21)

You may be really appre-
ciated for having profes-
sional initiative and using
your pioneering spirit.
Rewards or success might
come from very unusual

circumstances. Lucky Numbers: 4, 14,
17, 24, 27, 34.  
GEMINI
(May 22 - June 21) 

Philosophical visions
may inspire your creative
urges to come alive.
Your artistic or intellec-
tual flair might provide
vivid flashes of ingenious

imagination. Lucky Numbers: 17, 33,
37, 44, 47, 49.
CANCER
(June 22 - July 22)

You might feel much
more in tune with your
instincts. Your life may
tend to align with your
inner nature. Being “in
your own element” could

make you more creative. Lucky
Numbers: 10, 15, 18, 21, 27, 33.  
LEO
(July 23 - Aug. 23) 

You may become more
aware of your inner
needs and tendencies.
Deeper positive thoughts
might gradually help
both your attitude and

your overall approach to mature.
Lucky Numbers: 1, 2, 7, 15, 18, 30.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)

The abi l i ty  to  be a
peacemaker may enable
you to find inspiration
from both sides of the
table. A pleasant break
from your usual routine

might lighten your load. Lucky
Numbers: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24.

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

You may need to talk
about issues with an open
heart and a willingness to
forgive and forget. You
might even find hidden
meanings behind words

and gestures. Lucky Numbers: 5, 7,
14, 16, 23, 24. 
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)

Making agreements and
combining your efforts
with others may be to
your advantage. The aid
you extend to others now
might lead to important

rewards in the future. Lucky Numbers:
6, 8, 9, 10, 16, 33.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 - Dec. 21) 

Your deeds may make a
significant impression on
the lives of those you
care about. Follow your
heart and try to be sure
that others appreciate

your kind gestures. Lucky Numbers:
10, 12, 17, 19, 45, 46.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)

Recent events may teach
you a lesson. To prove
your loyalty to your loved
ones, you might need to
be more generous, under-
standing, and concerned

with their wishes. Lucky Numbers: 23,
28, 34, 38, 43, 48.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)

You may be willing to
sacrifice some benefits
to live the life that suits
you best. This attitude
might be wise and could
help you get your life on

track. Lucky Numbers: 3, 13, 15, 22,
37, 46.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 - March 20)

New relationships may
be quite interesting and
may help boost your self-
confidence.You might
be delighted by some-
one whose words have

immense charm. Lucky Numbers: 5,
12, 13, 19, 26, 39.
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